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The most valuable keywords you have are the ones you “mine” from your pay-per-click performance reports. 
Scaling keywords that have proven to convert to orders is the fastest way to maximize your sales and profits.

Select “Reports >> Advertising Reports” from the Amazon Seller Central main menu. On the Advertising 
Reports page select “Search Term Report.” Click “Request Report” for your most recent Search Term Report.
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Amazon Seller Central will show your report request as “in progress.” Wait up to 5 minutes for your report to 
process, click the “Download” button when it appears next to the Search Term Report at the top of the list. 

Your Search Term Report will download as a .txt file. Upload the .txt file into your spreadsheet program as a 
sheet, delete unnecessary columns from the report. Sort your keywords by Orders - highest to lowest. 
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Now you can see exactly which keywords and search terms are driving orders and sales revenue. These are 
the keywords that you want to focus on when you optimize your pay-per-click campaigns and back end search 
terms. You want to bid highest on these keywords in PPC and place them first in your SEO titles and terms.

The Amazon Search Algorithm looks for contextual themes in your product descriptions and back end search 
terms, to determine what you’re selling and how relevant your product is compared to your competitors. Con-
textual keywords work together to create a theme, rather than focus on variations of a single keyword. 
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To determine which contextual keywords the Amazon Algorithm is looking for, you’ll want to analyze the top 
ranked products keyword density. Type the primary keyword that describes your product into the Amazon 
search bar. Select “Any Product” from the left hand navigation to view a list of the top ranked products. 

Select the product that is ranked in the first position organically below the Sponsored ads. Click on the link to 
view the product listing. To get a solid list of contextual keywords you’ll want to analyze the density of the top 
3- 5 products ranked on the first page. Look for the keywords that show up in multiple top ranked listings. 
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When you’re on the product page, highlight the URL in your Internet browser adress bar. Copy the URL to a 
text file with the keyword search, product name, and ranking position for future reference. 

SEO Book offers a free Keyword Density Analyzer http://tools.seobook.com/general/keyword-density.  In the 
main text box of the density analyzer copy the top ranked product URL. Keep the default settings checked to 
include Meta Keywords, Descriptions, and Titles. The minimum word length and occurrences is set at 2. 
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The density tool provides you with the Page Title and Meta Keywords for the product listing. Copy the title 
and keywords to your text file for future reference. Compare the titles for the top ranked products. Look for the 
keywords that are included in all the titles, the order the keywords are listed, and how they are combined.

You’ll want to use a combination of 1, 2, and 3 word phrases to create a contextual theme for your product pages 
and back end search terms. Select the keywords and table headers from the “All text” section of the density 
results. You can also click the “export” buttons at the bottom of the page to download your keyword lists.
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Paste your keywords and table headers, as values, into your spreadsheet program. Keep your keyword data 
separated by 1, 2, and 3 word phrases. Delete the stop words from the list. Search Algorithms ignore stop word, 
since they show up on all product listings and aren’t unique (amazon, customer, purchase, stars, prime, ect.).

Your final contextual list will contain the keywords and phrases most relevant to your product. The “Count” 
column shows how many times the keyword shows up in the product listing. “Density” is the percentage of 
times a keyword appears in the product listing in comparison to the total number of words on the page. 



Seed keywords are the primary keywords people use to describe your products. You want to create a seed list 
that includes all the possible keyword variations a shopper would use when searching for your product. This 
allows you to expand your visibility on the search engine and target terms your competition has overlooked.

The easiest way to develop a targeted list of seed keywords is to analyze the product descriptions on the first 
page of the Amazon search results. Type the primary keyword that describes your product into the Amazon 
search bar. Select “Any Product” from the left hand navigation to view a list of top ranked products. 
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Copy all the text from the first page of the search results, starting at the top of the results below the search bar, 
ending at the bottom above the “Previous Page >Next Page” navigation. Include product listing titles, best seller 
tags, features, descriptions, and Sponsored ads in your highlighted text selection. 

Grepwords http://grepwords.com is a paid keyword tool ($15 /month) that delivers a high volume of relevant 
search terms from a single keyword or section of text. Search Algorithms look at all the keywords on a product 
listing page when determining rank. Keywords mined from the search results provide the most relevant terms. 
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Log into Grepwords and select “Tag Finder” in the left hand “Tools” menu. Paste the text from the first page of 
the Amazon search results for your keyword into the box provided. Click the “Submit” button. The “Commeri-
cial Tag Finder” will mine all of the keywords with commercial/purchase intent from the search results text. 

Copy the keywords and column headers from the “Commercial Tags” section. The Tag Finder provides the 
CPC (estimated cost per click), CMP (Adwords competition), LMS (monthly search volume), and Value (com-
mercial value).  Value is a strong indicator of  purchase intent and is the key measurement for ecommerce.
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Paste your keywords and table headers, as values, into your spreadsheet program. Clean up the data columns 
using the “Format >> Numbers” menu, adding currency and number formatting. Sort your keywords by Value - 
highest to lowest. You can also evaluate potential seed keywords based on LMS (volume) and CPC (cost). 

Your final keyword list will include all of the different keyword variations used to describe products similar to 
yours, ranked on the first page of Amazon. You’ll want to select the two and three word keyword phrases that 
are most relevant to your product. Seed Keywords are the foundation of a competitive PPC and SEO strategy.
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Search queries are the actual keywords, or combination of keywords that the shopper types into the Amazon 
search bar when looking to make a product purchase. Search Queries reveal exactly what product attributes 
and qualities are most important to shoppers. Keywords are simply a discovery tool to mine search queries. 

The most popular search queries for any keyword are available through Amazon’s auto-suggest feature. Type 
the primary keyword that describes your product into the search bar. Start with general keyword phrases, and 
then explore more specific phrases. Create a list of the queries shoppers use when searching for your product.
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Another great search query discovery tool is the “Related Searches” section at the bottom of the Google.com 
search results page. Type the primary keyword that describes your product into the search bar. Scroll to the 
bottom of the page to see additional search query suggestions related to your primary keyword. 

Now that you have a list of relevant seed keywords from your search term reports, competitors pages, and the 
Amazon search results, it’s time to expand your list. Keyword Silos are groups of related terms that contain the 
same seed keyword. The seed keyword is combined with modifiers to create targeted long tail phrases.
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Merchant Words https://www.merchantwords.com is a paid keyword tool ($30 /month) that provides Amazon 
keywords with the monthly search volume. When selecting keywords for your PPC campaigns, you want to 
target keywords with high search volume, since increased sales velocity is essential to boost your organic rank.

Log into Merchant Words and type your seed keyword into the search bar. Click “Search” to generate a list of 
long tail keywords that contain your seed term. Click the “Download as CSV” button to download your list. Run 
all of your seed keywords through Merchant Words one at a time, and download each keyword list as a CSV.
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You’ll have multiple CSV files when you finish your Merchant Words research. Open each CSV file individually 
and copy your keywords and table headers, as values, into your spreadsheet program. Compile your keywords 
into a single two column list, continue to copy and paste the keywords from each CSV to the bottom of the list.

When all of your keywords are compiled from the Merchant Words CSV files into a single list, sort the entire 
keyword list by Volume - highest to lowest. This will give you a list of all your seed keywords and their long tail 
variations, sorted by search volume, to test in your pay-per-click campaigns and back end search terms. 



CLICKTHROUGH RATE Clickthrough rate (CTR) is the percentage 
of shoppers who click on your product listing after seeing your 
product listing or ad. Your Clickthough rate (CTR) determines 
whether you maintain your PPC and SEO rankings for keywords.

COMMERCIAL INTENT Keywords with high commercial intent are 
the specific keyword phrases that drive product sales. Bidding on 
keywords with strong commercial intent will help you convert 
more shoppers to buyers with your Sponsored Products Ads.

CONTEXTUAL THEME Including a broad range of related keywords 
in your product descriptions and back end search terms sends a 
strong signal to the Search Algorithm for ranking. Themes allow 
you to avoid keyword repetiton and model natural language.

KEYWORD DENSITY Keyword density is the percentage of times 
a keyword appears in a product listing compared to the total 
number of words on the page. Search Algorithms look for product 
listings with similar keyword density to the top ranked products.

KEYWORD MODIFIER Keyword modifiers are words added to a 
seed keyword that change its meaning. Shoppers use modifiers in 
their keyword searches to define important product qualities or 
benefits that will influence their purchase decision.

KEYWORD SILO Keyword silos group search terms with the same 
seed keyword together. The silo structure allows you to group 
your keywords based on buyer intent and conversion potential for 
more effective bidding in your pay-per-click campaigns. 

LONG TAIL KEYWORD Long-tail keywords contain at least three 
words, and are more specific and less competitive than general 
keywords. Long-tail keywords are used to target shoppers close to 
making a buying decision in Sponsored Products campaigns.

RELEVANCE Relevance describes how well a product listing or 
paid ad matches the shoppers search query. Search Algorithms 
establish relevancy based on clickthrough and conversion rates. 
Relevant listings and ads will rank higher in the search results.

SEED KEYWORD Seed keywords are the most common search 
terms shoppers use when searching for your product online. The 
quality of your seed keywords determine the visibility of your 
products in the search results and the scale of your paid ads.

SEARCH QUERY Search queries are the exact words and phrases 
shoppers use when looking for your product on the search engine. 
Search Algorithms match shoppers queries in real time to the 
keywords listed on your product page and in your ad campaigns.

SEARCH SESSION To convert a high number of shoppers to buyers, 
you want to target all the keywords in a shoppers search session. 
Shoppers start with a general keyword phrase, then continue to 
refine their searches as they get closer to making a purchase.

SEARCH TERM Search terms are the exact keyword phrases that 
shoppers type into the Amazon search bar that result in a product 
sale. The Search Term Report shows you both the actual search 
terms and the keywords you bid on that converted to orders.

SEARCH VOLUME Keyword search volume refers to the number 
of shoppers that searched for a specific keyword in a 30 day time 
period. High search volume is essential to increase sales velocity 
with pay-per-click campaigns to boost organic search ranking.

UNIT SESSION PERCENTAGE Unit Session Percentage is the 
percentage of shoppers that make a purchase after viewing your 
product page. Products with high Unit Session Percentages will 
rank higher in the search results since they’re more likely to sell.

NOTEWORTHY
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